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UPCOMING CONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITIES: 4/2017 - 6/2017
}	Demolition of the H-Building continues.
}	Increased truck traffic from the old
Service Road onto 14th Avenue during
demolition activities.
}	Noise from demolition activates will be

fast track

increased from 7am to 7pm, Monday
to Friday.
}	Weekend work may be necessary. No work
on the weekend will begin before 9 am.
}	Construction equipment and barriers are
located at the front entry drive loop as work
on the bioswale continues.

}

for MORE INFORMATION
GENERAL SERVICES AGENCY

T

he Emergency Department will soon debut a
new Fast Track care area. Six intake stations
have been relocated to a larger space and are
equipped to receive and address patients with

relatively minor injuries or illnesses. This capability helps the
Emergency Department staff focus on trauma cases and life-
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threatening injuries while also attending to less critical cases.

} website:

This targeted triage approach will ensure more appropriate

} 
For immediate safety or nuisance concerns,

care in the Emergency Department for everyone seeking
its services.

highlandatr.org

call the 24-Hour Highland ATR Hotline at

(510) 227-0392
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East End
entry gets
a facelift

The entry to the Koret Building and Acute
Care Tower will provide direct access to the
Emergency Department, Koret Building, and
Acute Care Tower. Stone facades and a sleek
canopy mark the entrance, located immediately
adjacent to the east end of the front entry drive
loop. When it opens, both patients and staff will
benefit from more convenient access to these
buildings and their critical campus services.



Bioswale Update

The recent pause between rains storms
has allowed construction on the bioswale
to continue. The structure is designed
to remove pollution from run-off water
in the front entry loop area, and is an
essential component of the storm water
management program on the Highland
Hospital campus. When the demolition
and removal of the concrete is complete,
final landscaping will be installed making
this area beautiful as well as functional.
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